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Abstract—Embedded systems are ubiquitous and perform
tasks such as data logging and monitoring. For these devices,
lifetime, power use, and data consistency are critical. Systems
require robust and energy efficient storage strategies. Serial
NOR Dataflash is commonly used, but suffers from high write
and erase times as well as limited lifetime. This work proposes
write strategies for serial NOR Dataflash that improves efficiency
and power use, and decreases write times. Experimental results
demonstrate that using masked overwriting strategies can improve
write times by an order of magnitude and reduce the number
of required page erases, reduce energy consumed by writing and
reduce data transfers by up to 90% for specific applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

This work examines how write strategies optimized for
serial NOR Dataflash can significantly improve device perfor-
mance including fewer page erases, faster write operations,
and less energy consumed. The technique applies to many
applications and devices. In this work, the target devices are
8-bit processors which are commonly used due to low cost
and complexity [1] and are well-suited for data collection and
logging applications.

Embedded devices have limited SRAM and use either
NAND or serial NOR flash for persistent storage. NAND
flash has faster performance and larger capacity than NOR
flash but requires a higher pin count and more complex data
management strategies. NOR flash has simpler management
requirements and would be a more useful technology if its
write performance was more comparable to NAND flash.

This work presents serial NOR Dataflash optimized writing
strategies that greatly improve its performance and usability for
embedded devices. The contributions of this work are:

• A technique for reducing the time and energy required
for writing to serial NOR Dataflash using masked
overwriting to an existing page.

• A performance analysis and experimental evaluation
of how overwriting and write masking techniques
improve write performance.

• A use case analysis demonstrating performance ad-
vantages in common scenarios.
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The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
presents background information on flash memory technolo-
gies. Section III provides an overview and analysis of write
strategies for serial NOR Dataflash with experimental results
discussed in Section IV. Section V presents use cases demon-
strating the real-world impact of the performance improve-
ments. The paper closes with future work and conclusions.

II. BACKGROUND

Embedded devices need to be able to store and process
data. The Internet of Things (IOT) involves devices such as
wireless sensor networks and mobile computing platforms
interacting with each other [2]. It is anticipated that by the
end of this decade there will be between 30 and 50 billion
devices participating in the IOT [3].

IOT vendors such as Cisco anticipate the direct sharing
of data between devices driving the need for local storage
and processing [4]. Devices such as the Telos, Btnode, Mi-
caZ [5] platforms have been previously used as research and
development platforms. Recently, the Arduino [6] family of
devices has driven low cost development and exploration.
These devices are typically small 8-bit devices [7] with power
and persistent storage constraints as well as minimal memory
(often less than 4KB SRAM) [8].

With the increased availability of low cost flash ($0.003
per Kbyte) [9], devices can now store large quantities of data.
Considering the computation vs. communication trade-off [10],
edge devices now maintain the ability to aggregate and analyze
data locally and only transmit data on demand. This results in
significant energy savings for devices [11], [12].

Flash is used for persistent storage and is available in two
distinct types: NOR and NAND. While both share common
attributes, the physical implementation of each type offers
different performance characteristics.

NAND flash is the most commonly found format in general
purpose devices [13], and is characterized by fast access times
for sequential byte access, high density and low cost. Data is
only accessible in a page format [12], [14] which limits the
types of read and write operations. NAND flash is typically
accessed in a parallel fashion, requiring a high pin count
commitment from the host processor which makes it unsuitable
for small, low pin count devices.

NOR flash was first commercialized by Intel in 1988 [15]
and initially offered read and write units of one byte. The
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Fig. 1: Organization of Serial NOR Dataflash

cell size for NOR flash is 2.5x larger than NAND [16] due to
additional circuitry required for reading the state of cells.While
NOR flash is typically less dense and less energy efficient than
NAND flash, it is available in both parallel or serial access
formats [12], which increases its desirability for resource
constrained systems.

While NOR flash has previously been discounted as a
suitable candidate for read/write storage for general purpose
computing [17], current trends have seen the evolution of NOR
flash as a suitable storage candidate for embedded systems
due to increased robustness and usabilty compared to NAND
flash. NOR flash is the most popular format for embedded
devices [18], being found in millions of embedded devices. It
is available with a serial interface that makes it desirable for pin
limited systems. Unlike NAND flash, NOR memory devices
are also available with internal SRAM page buffers, which
can be used to buffer page data, limiting the amount of data
that is required to be transferred between a host processor and
memory device. Figure 1 shows the organization of an Adesto
serial NOR Dataflash device with two SRAM I/O buffers [19].

A challenge with flash memory is its asymmetric read
and write costs in both time and energy. Devices have bytes
organized into read, write and erase units. Read and write units
are organized as pages that must generally be written or read
as an atomic unit. Flash memory is also divided into erase
blocks which may contain a single or multiple pages. With
flash memory, a single memory location cannot be erased; all
pages in the erase block must be erased together. Compared
to other memory technologies, flash memory has a limited
lifetime which is directly linked to erase and write operations.
Depending on the type of flash, page lifetime is limited to
between 10,000 to 100,000 erase/write cycles. This presents
challenges in data management using flash memory.

Flash memory has the limitation that a page must be erased
before data can be written or rewritten to the same physical
location. In order to change the contents of a single page, the
page must be first copied out along with all other data in the
same block to a buffer. Once all pages within the erase block
have been moved, the erase can proceed at which point data
can be written back.

Two approaches had been suggested to deal with these
challenges [15], [20]. The first approach is to use a flash-
aware file system that is specifically designed to accom-
modate flash devices, but such systems are not suitable for

resource constrained devices. The second approach is to use
a translation layer [15] to act as an intermediary between the
physical device and the application requiring the storage. This
address translation is referred to as a Flash Translation Layer
(FTL) [20], and is responsible for swizzling data addresses
as it is physically relocated. Regardless of the strategy used,
flash-based memory technologies require an address translation
scheme and write normalisation strategy to be considered
functionally useful [21], but both are generally not available
for small embedded systems.

For the simplest of devices, direct mapping can be used
but this leads to accelerated wear as data is copied out of the
page to be mutated, the page erased and then the changed data
written back to the same physical location. Due to architecture
limitations of flash memory, a block of pages may be required
to be moved to SRAM before the erase operation can proceed
which further complicated operations for resource constrained
systems. In the most constrained devices, this is not feasible.

None of these approaches truly solve the fundamental erase
constraint; they just try to minimize the erases performed.
This work analyzes the fundamental engineering of NOR flash
and demonstrates write techniques that use page overwrites to
minimize the need for costly page erases.

III. WRITE STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE
WITH SERIAL NOR DATAFLASH

Understanding NOR flash memory technology allows for
write optimizations. Flash memory technology is based on the
floating gate MOSFET which has a similar architecture to the
MOSFET used in SRAM. The floating gate MOSFET [22] can
encode a persistent state for a long period of time without the
requirement that it be continually powered.

The floating gate is located between the control gate and
the channel substrate in the MOSFET. It is electrically isolated
from all other parts of the circuit, acts as a barrier between
the control gate and the channel substrate, and can hold charge
for long periods of time (years to 10’s of years) [23]. It will
overtime dissipate charge and loose the data encoded in the
device [16].

In the electronic design of flash memory, an erased cell
will have the state of a logical “1”. When programmed, the
cell value will be set to a logical “0” [24, p.29]. The cells
are connected together in a matrix using the word line for
addressing and the bit line for sensing. The most significant
difference between the architecture of NOR and NAND flash
is how the state of a cell is determined [23] and physical
interconnect as shown in Figure 2.

When a charge is present on the floating gate, it will block
the electric field from the control gate which is normally
capacitively coupled to the channel substrate preventing the
formation of the conduction channel [23]. It is not a binary
effect; the charge level present on the floating gate modifies
the threshold voltage needed to be induced on the control gate
in order to form a conduction channel. If charge is present
in the floating gate when the word line is activated to read
from the cell, the bit line will not see a current flow which is
interpreted as a logical “0”. The electric field from the control
gate to the channel substrate is shielded by the floating gate. If



(a) NOR Flash (b) NAND Flash

Fig. 2: Memory Cell alignment for NOR and NAND Flash

no charge is present when a voltage is induced at the control
gate, a conduction channel will be formed allowing for current
to flow which is interpreted as a logical “1”.

With the NOR architecture (Figure 2a) each element in the
matrix has its control gate connected to a word line and bit line
connected to the drain [23]. This allows the matrix to address
a single element in the memory array without disturbing any
other element. NAND flash shares a similar configuration in
terms of the word line which is used to activate the control
gate of the element or elements being read. The single largest
difference in the architecture difference between NAND and
NOR is how the bit line is connected. Unlike in NOR memory,
the source and drains of the memory cells in NAND flash are
linked together (Figure 2b) in a daisy chain fashion [23] which
can lead to disruption of neighboring cells.

NAND flash using Fowler Nordheim (FN) tunneling for
both erase and write operations whereas NOR only using FN
tunneling for erase operations. For write operations, channel
hot election (CHE) injection is used to inject electronics into
the floating gate. This operation is self limiting in such that
the injection operation will stop when sufficient charge has
built up proportional to the strength of the electric field being
applied.

The floating gate of an erased NOR memory cell has a
deficit of electrons. When being read, a voltage is applied
to the control gate via the word line. A conduction channel
will be formed between the source and drain, allowing for the
flow of current. When the device is programmed, electrons are
injected into the floating gate which will prevent the formation
on an electric field when being read. This leads to a lack of
conduction channel being formed which prevents current flow.

This observation leads to a unique opportunity with NOR
flash that is not possible with NAND flash. When a page is
erased, each cell will encode a logical 1 (lack of charge). When
the cell is written (set to logical 0), charge is allowed to accu-
mulated in the floating gate via CHE injection. If an attempt is
made to write a logical 0 to the cell again, the existing build of
charge will prevent any additional charge entering the floating
gate due to the self limiting properties of CHE injection. It
is hypothesized that this unique observation allows for the re-
writing of memory cells under specific conditions which can
be exploited to increase device performance.

It is conjectured that a NOR cell may be re-written as long
as the transition is from logical 1 to logical 0 without dis-
turbing neighboring cells due to the internal structure of NOR
flash (Figure 2a) for page accessible serial NOR Dataflash.

(a) Overwritting

(b) Masked Overwritting

Fig. 3: Overwritting strategies for data movement from SRAM
buffer to flash page for Serial NOR Dataflash

Under normal operation, data is loaded in to the SRAM
buffer and then written to a previously erased page. In the
case of append type operations, data is held in the SRAM
buffer, new data appended, the target page erased and then
rewritten. In this type of operation where new data is being
written to previously erased locations with existing data being
unchanged, it is hypothesized that the buffer can be rewritten
back to the same pages without having to occur an addition
erase operation. Figure 3a demonstrates this overwriting oper-
ation for a simplified example where the page and buffer size
are 8 bytes. In this example, locations 0 and 1 have previously
been written by the buffer to flash. In overwriting, new data
is appended to location 2 (indicated by dashed outline) and
then the buffer is written back to the same flash page. As the
contents of the previously written locations are unchanged,
only new locations will be modified.

A limiting factor in the overwriting operation is that a write
to a previously written location will still induce CHE oxide
degradation. It is hypothesized that this can be minimized by
changing write patterns to previously written cells. When a
logical 1 is transitioned to logical 0, charge is injected into the
floating gate. In the case where the cell is already a logical
0 and a logical 1 write is attempted, no CHE injection will
occur leaving the cell in its previous state. This transition can
only physically occur with FN tunneling that is developed
during an erase cycle. Figure 3b demonstrates this masked
overwriting operation for a simplified example where the page
and buffer size are 8 bytes. In this example, locations 0 and 1
have previously been written by the buffer to flash. In masked
overwriting, new data is appended to location 2 (indicated by
dashed outline) and previous written location in the buffer are
masked to 0xFF (indicated in bold). The buffer is written back



to the same flash page. The contents of the previously written
locations are unchanged due to the forbidden 0 to 1 transition
described, modifying only the unmasked, unwritten area.

For data storage operations this is a desirable operation as
it allows new data to be appended to a page without having to
occur additional erase/write cycles as the page can be rewritten
in place. This presents significant improvements for specific
classes of operations. It is estimated that the saving in terms of
page erases and energy consumption is significant compared
to write operations that are written to fresh pages for every
commit. This will offer record level consistency without having
to occur high levels of erase operations.

Given this understanding of the fundamental NOR flash
architecture, the following hypotheses are tested:

Hypothesis 1: A serial NOR Dataflash page can be over-
written in place with no data loss as long as the only bit
transitions are from 1 to 0 or 0 to 0.

Hypothesis 2: The page write time in serial NOR Dataflash
is proportional to the number of bit transitions from 1 to 0
written.

Hypothesis 3: When overwriting a serial NOR Dataflash
page, utilizing a bit mask (masked overwriting) of ones for all
bits applied to previously written data in a page will improve
performance while maintaining data correctness.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments were run on a serial NOR Dataflash mem-
ory device (AT45DB161E from Adesto Technologies [19]).

To validate Hypothesis 1, memory pages were continually
re-written with page data that contained an increasing number
of zero bit values. The first write had zero zeros, the second
had one (in the first bit), the third write had zeros in the first
two bits, and so on. Each page consists of 512 bytes (4096
bits). Each page on the device was written 4096 consecutive
times with each operation increasing the number of zero bits
actively written. This was repeated for each device page for
a total memory device writes of 16 777 216 times without a
single bit error.

These results validate Hypothesis 1, supporting that it is
possible to overwrite a NOR flash page without data loss with
the constraint that all bit transitions are from 1 to 0 or 0 to 0.

The second hypothesis examines the correlation between
write patterns and write times. It suggests that there is a
correlation between the number of bit transitions (1 to 0) in
a write operation and the amount of time to complete the
buffer write to the main flash page. In this experiment, the
number of 0’s in the SRAM was increased after each write to
the same page in memory. Two test conditions were used to
examine if specific patterns impacted write times: A baseline
where the target page was erased before each write and a
test using overwriting (Figure 3a). The test conditions were
evaluated with an increasing number of zeros starting with
byte zero incrementally written to a flash page. Two SRAM
buffers were used on the serial NOR Dataflash. One buffer
was used for the masking test condition and the second buffer
was used to maintain a mirrored state of data in the flash
page for validation of contents. The test was repeated across
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Fig. 4: A timing comparison of overwriting techniques for
serial NOR Dataflash.

multiple device pages. Least squares analysis was performed
on each test condition. The results and number of observations
are presented in Table I.

Figure 4 shows the time is milliseconds to complete writing
the nth byte under a given test. For the baseline test (Figure 4:
Erase Before Write), the flash page was erased before each
write. The graph shows that the time of the device to complete
the write of the buffer to the target page in flash memory is
directly related to the number of 0 values being written. This is
supported by the high degree of correlation (Table I) between
1 to 0 transitions per page and write times.

For the overwriting test (Figure 4: Overwrite without
Mask), the flash page was only erased before the initial
write. Each subsequent write to the page in flash used the
overwriting technique (Figure 3a) where the SRAM buffer
maintains consistency with the values written to flash and
updates a single byte in a previously unwritten area of the
target flash page. The results demonstrate a similar linear
relationship and high degree of correlation (Table I), but faster
write times were observed. This is due to faster equalization
times for CHE injection when writing to previously written
location as cells already contain excess electrons.

From the high degree of correlation observed, it is the act
of attempting to modify the floating gate memory cell that is
the dominate factor in writing, but the initial state of the cell
in memory and buffer will impact write times.

Hypothesis 3 was that single byte write times could be
increased through strategic management of previously written
data in the buffer (Figure 4: Overwrite with Mask). Data within
a page that is not actively being written is masked with a high
logic state (Figure 3b). From Hypothesis 2, the write time
is linearly related to the total number of 0 bits in the buffer
being written. Thus, when writing a page to the device, it may
be valuable to have all bits in high logic state (1) except for
the bits being written (Figure 3b). This not only decreases
page write times but will not degrade existing cells through
additional CHE injection.



TABLE I: Least Squares Coefficients for Different Writing
Methods

Write
Strategies

Erase Before Write Overwrite Mask Overwrite

Slope 4.099×10−3∗∗∗ 1.201×10−3∗∗∗ 2.016×10−7∗∗∗

(3.793×10−7) (5.647×10−7) (3.459e-8)

Intercept 3.287×10−1∗∗∗ 3.311×10−1∗∗∗ 3.308×10−1∗∗∗

(1.122×10−4) ( 1.670×10−4) (1.023e×10−5)
Observations 2 097 152 2 097 152 2 097 152
Standard errors in parentheses.
(***) indicates significance at the p=0.01 level.
Each column contains regression coefficients for the linear model for a given write
strategy.

As in the previous test, one serial NOR Dataflash SRAM
buffer was used for consistency and validation checking of
the flash page being written. It maintained the true state of
what should appear in the flash page after each write to check
the correctness of the masked overwrite. The second buffer
implemented the overwriting technique (Figure 3b). The same
test operations were used as in the previous test, except during
each write, the location of the byte being written was unmasked
and updated in the second buffer, written to the flash page
and then re-masked. Least squares analysis was performed on
each test condition. The results of each test and number of
observations are presented in Table I.

In examining the results (Figure 4: Overwrite with Mask),
it was found that the write times are not proportional to the
actual number of 0’s in the main flash page but to the number
of 0’s in the buffer being written. Unlike the baseline condition
or overwriting condition, the page write times using masking
were constant for each append operation as it prevented
additional 0 to 0 writes due to previously written values. This
suggests that strategic use of write patterns by way of masked
overwriting when modifying a previously unwritten field in a
page can lead to significant write time improvements for small
data writes over other techniques.

V. USE CASES

For embedded applications, utilizing the ability to append
or modify existing data without having to incur erases sig-
nificantly extends the life of the device as well as simplifies
data management for common applications. The following
use cases show how masked overwriting can offer significant
performance improvements in both time and lifetime.

A. Data Logging

Data logging applications [25] often use serial NOR
Dataflash, and energy consumption and lifetime is paramount
with the goal of minimizing service and maximizing field life.
With data logging, the system is configured to take a series
of defined measurements at regular periodic intervals. Devices
such as the Arduino have found significant inroads in these
applications [25] due to the low cost and ease of use. Common
applications use a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter to record
values every 1 minute and store the data to persistent storage.

An application logging a 2-byte record every minute writes
to the same logical page 256 times (512 byte page size).
Without overwriting, each record stored causes a full page
write to a newly erased flash page. In comparison, using

Memory
Device

Record
Size

(bytes)

Data
Transfer

Size
(bytes)

Data
Overhead
per write

Time
(ms)

Data
Logging

SD Card 2 512 510 2.61
SNDF

with masked
overwriting

2 4 2 0.40

Bit
Vector

SD Card 1 1024 1023 4.57
SNDF

with masked
overwriting

1 2 1 0.33

TABLE II: Comparison between raw SD storage and serial
NOR Dataflash (SNDF) using masked overwrite strategy.

masked overwriting allows the application to write to the
same page 256 times (appending a new record after each
write). Using masked overwriting is significantly faster for
page writes and reduces page erases by 256 times. For each
write operation, 2 bytes of data and 2 bytes of mask are
transferred between the host and memory for a total of 4 bytes
per write. Overwriting improves write performance, extends
lifetime, and reduces energy requirements by reducing the ratio
of writes to erases while being able to maintain record level
consistency.

Utilizing overwriting with serial NOR Dataflash makes it
competitive with storing data on NAND flash technologies
such as SD cards. Although NAND flash has inherent speed
advantages over NOR flash, NAND flash must always read
and write complete pages. SD cards do not maintain internal
buffers, so a complete page must be transferred to the host,
modified and then written back to the SD card. With masked
overwriting and serial NOR Dataflash, only the new record is
transferred to the device as it is able to buffer pages internally
using the SRAM buffers and a new page is not needed for
each write.

Table II presents actual device measurements using these
two strategies. For a single record write, serial NOR Dataflash
with masked overwriting significantly outperforms the SD
card. In the course of one day, this translates to 1440 records.
For the SD card this results in 737 280 bytes transferred
versus 5 760 bytes resulting in a savings of approximately
99%. Additionally, the erase operations have been reduced by
a factor of 256 which directly translates to significant energy
savings and increased device lifetime without having to use a
complex page remapping strategy.

B. Bit Vectors

Bit vectors [26] allow for compact storage of data. Bit
vectors are not as efficient in persistent flash memory as data
must be read and written at the page level. Consequently,
updating a single bit in a bit vector in flash requires a whole
page to be written.

Overwriting with serial NOR Dataflash offers a significant
advantage when using bit vectors. Not only can the amount
of data be reduced, but using the masked overwrite strategy,
extra page copies and erases can be minimized. To accomplish
this, a write mask is brought into one of the SRAM buffers
on the memory device. As demonstrated, the mask can be



written over live data without impacting the state of the data.
Taking advantage of the proposed strategy, the host can then
update the location of the bit vector and overwrite the data
in memory assuming it is an allowed transition (1 to 0).
Since only one field has changed in the buffer, it can be
written back to its original page leaving the original data
intact. Compared to utilizing a bit vector strategy for record
management with SD cards, this strategy significantly reduces
data transfers and writes as well as minimizing data movement
and erases on the serial NOR Dataflash. Table II presents actual
device measurements using these two strategies with masked
overwriting offering a significant performance improvement.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work presents a low energy write optimization strategy
called masked overwriting to increase serial NOR Dataflash
lifetime, decrease energy consumption per operation and re-
duce average time per write operation. The result of this
work supports the ability to do in-place append operations or
bit manipulations for serial NOR Dataflash and provides an
analysis of device performance based on write patterns.

This strategy reduces the complexity of data management
as well as reducing energy costs and extending serial NOR
Dataflash field life through lower write cost and a lower
ratio of erase to writes on device. Use cases are presented,
demonstrating the significant advantages of this strategy.

Future work will examine the use of this strategy for
devices using serial NOR Dataflash to improve the operation
of data structures and storage of data.
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